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Craftsman's Corner

time to make some repairs and repaint it, I decided to reskin all ... I read all of the FAA and EAA books and articles I could ... of scrap aluminum. I then examined it. 
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RAFTSMAN'S CORNER HYDRAULIC PRESS I have been flying a 1956 Cessna 172 for the past several years and with south Florida's humidity and salt air, I have been having trouble with corrosion. For a plane of that age (28 years old) it has gotten its share of "hangar



rash", especially on the trailing edges of the control surfaces. When it was time to make some repairs and repaint



it, I decided to reskin all control surfaces. I dreaded having to buy all of the parts, and since I knew nothing about working aluminum, I thought this would



be a good opportunity to learn by making my own skins. I read all of the FAA and EAA books and articles I could find on working aluminum and figured that I could do it. I measured the old skins and found the corrugations were 3 inches apart, the sides were 1/4 inch on the flats and a radius of 1/32 at each bend. All of the references that I read suggested a minimum bend radius of 1/16 inch, but figured that if Cessna could use 1/32 inch radius, so could 1.1 made a sample die of plywood and ran a test on a piece of scrap aluminum. I then examined it with a magnifying glass and found no sign of stress or fatigue at the bends. Since the old skins had holes on each side of the corrugations, I had to line my corrugations up between the old holes. Any errors on the corrugations would be accumulative. An error of 1/64 of an inch per corrugation would make the holes 3/4 inch off in the length of one flap. Also, each corrugation shortens the aluminum 3/32 of an inch. This was



the basis for the formula that I used to measure the length of the aluminum. I added about 2 inches for good measure when cutting the aluminum blank. I figured that a hydraulic press would be better than a rolling system and I could press one corrugation at a time. This would give the aluminum a chance to move as I pressed it. The commercial presses are 18" between the uprights, the elevators and rudder are 22-1/2" wide so all commercial units that I could afford were out. I made a frame with 4 2x4's for uprights and 2 4x4's as horizontal members (I needed the bulk and strength in the horizontal beams). All horizontal members were run through my table saw so that all edges were square and all parts were of uniform size for a loose, yet not sloppy fit. The frame was glued together and 3/8 steel threaded rods were used to reinforce the assembly. The frame is then clamped in a "Work Mate" as a base for the press. The work 66 FEBRUARY 1986



Submitted by Charles Salt, EAA 11780 12561 SW35th St. Miami, FL33175



Photos Courtesy of the Author table is a piece of 3/4 inch plywood 2 ft. by 3 ft. There are 4 saw scarf's in the table in which I insert steel scales from combination squares on edge to act as guide fences on each side of the press jaws. Two saw scarfs are parallel to the edge so the corrugations will be perpendicular to the hinge line (for the flaps, elevators and rudder). The other two are at about 15 degrees to the edge of the table so the corrugations will be at about 15 degrees to the hinge line for the ailerons. In the center of the table, I routed out a 2 inch by 1/4 inch groove. The table was then fastened to a 2x4 about 26 inches long with flat head wood screws so that it would fit in the frame between the vertical steel rods. In the groove I fastened 2 pieces of 1 x 1/4 soft aluminum with a 45 degree



bevel (note the flat of the bevel must be exactly 1/4 inch with a 1/32 inch radius). This must be a perfect fit since it forms the lower die. I then routed a 1/8 inch deep "vee" groove 31/16 inches from the center of the 2 inch slot (this sets the spacing for the next corrugation). I used another 2 x 4 and cut a 1 /4 x 19/32 slot and anchored another piece of 1 x 1/4 aluminum with a 45 degree bevel on each side and a 1/32 inch radius on



the point (this is the knife edge of the upper die). On each side of this, I fastened another piece of 1 x 1/4 aluminum with flat head wood screws. You will notice in the drawings that the upper die doesn't make a smooth transition from the knife edge to the flat sides. This requires a Bondo fillet. Without the fillet, there is a small reverse bend that doesn't look very good. This finishes up the upper die. I then got 4 valve springs from the trash bin of a lawnmower shop. As luck



All of the parts needed for my Hydraulic Press. The frame is already clamped in the Work-Mate. The valve springs are near their position on the work table. The spindles for the springs are just beyond the aluminum strips in the work table. The scrap of wood on the left is used to protect the upper frame member from the teeth on the jack.



would have it, they were all different lengths, so I turned 4 spindles with different length bases so that the tops of all of the springs were even. The spindles were then glued on the lower 2 x 4 just outside of the work table. For the hydraulic system I saw a Zayres advertisement for an 8 ton hydraulic car jack for less than $10, so I bought it. The jack handle comes in three parts. By using only one part of the handle for the press, I can get a better feel for the pressure exerted. The 4 x 4 slide does bind slightly on long moves, but works fine for short moves during pressing. The valve springs have enough power to lift the upper die and the jack for moving the work.



Installing the upper die. Note the saw scarves in the table for lining up the aluminum and the spacing groove across the table.



The original parts have an angle of about 43 degrees instead of the 45 degrees on the die, but allowing for "spring back" of about 5% with a small radius the results work out very close to the factory parts. With all of these precautions, I was still having trouble getting my new parts to line up with the old parts. If I forced the holes any, I noticed that the spar would bend. Since the ailerons do not have a leading edge to straight it out, I could not tolerate the bending. By removing the two flat pieces of aluminum on each side of the knife edge of the top die, and running the piece through the press again, I could tighten up on the spacing of the corrugations to line up with the old skins. This caused the skin to curl inward so I then put the pieces back on the top die and ran it through for a third time. If the corrugations are too close together, I lay the skin on a 2 x 4 and place another 2 x 4 on top of the offending corrugation and give three light taps with a hammer (one



in the center and one at each end of the corrugation). This may seem like a lot of work, but it allows me to tailor my skins to a good fit without any tension during assembly. I found that it takes 10 minutes to run a piece through the press. At that rate, I can take a $5 piece of aluminum and in 30 minutes, end up with a $45 aircraft part. By planning your work and making all similar bends at the same time, like a production line, much press altering time can be saved. All dimensions shown are for the C172. If you have a different aircraft, check the dimensions and make necessary adjustments. The principle is still the same. If these parts are used on a certified aircraft, get an Aircraft Inspector before you go too far. All of my parts and work have been approved. There will also be a need for paper work to cover your work.



The press in action. Hold the last corrugation in the spacing groove while pressing the new one. On this one, I didn't put the Installing the work table in the frame. The spindles for the springs can be seen in the



left side of the work table.



scales in the slots to line up the skin. It can be done this way as long as the skin is lined up with the scarves by eye. SPORT AVIATION 67
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tying it down at fly-ins would be a lot easier using this device. ... 3A32C Series. P21EA. D3A32C Series. P21EA. 3AF32C. P22EA. D3AF32C. P22EA. 3AF34C.
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sirable colors to paint an engine. For opti- ... cooling but the color of the paint doesn't. The second .... AGILEâ€” Light, smooth controls make aerobatics a joj.
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Inspecting the fit of tubing joints on the bottom side. (side nearest the plywood panel ... The angle finder makes for a more versatile device, however. FIGURE 2.
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Stress corrosion cracking. Filiform. AREAS/COMPONENTS. Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Attachments/fittings, subassemblies. Extrusions/castings, forgings.
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MAGNETO IS essentially a small AC generator, constructed so that the ... A typical 4 cylinder installation with a Bendix mag, (2 ..... Good Luck and Good Flying.
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sary but often expensive special tools needed to properly ... terials, tools or techniques they think would be of interest ... tool box in its 2" x 2" storage box.
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LIGHTWEIGHT WIND GENERATOR. By Chuck Larsen. EAA Designee Director. IVEN THE SIMPLEST of homebuilts and ultra- lights have been touched by ...
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Aircraft wood is best cut with sharp tools, and sandpaper ... EAA member John ... wood. The technician told him that those are fine as long as the dust is removed ...
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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR. Ben Owen. WHEELS AND BRAKES. I received a call from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past.
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size and re-build and seal closed the box with DUCT. TAPE. (Greatest .... lease wax and a coat of P.V.A. film release. ... safety equipment and ventilation. A good ...
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A few miles from his home field he ran out of gas. ... who hasn't run out of gas or on some occasion had a low tank. ... It takes only one little bee to plug a vent.
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Now tape 3 or 4 sheets together lengthwise, depending on the length of the airfoil, keeping the lines nice and straight. Now, obtain the airfoil coordinates.
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item is taken care of by the manufacturer of both the engine and the mags. ... The breaker is set to open just after this point is reached. This is called the "E Gap ... time you have prop started an engine, the loud click you hear as you pass the ..
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thick fabric or short lengths of reinforc- ing tape between the stitches and to al- most completely eliminate any bumps from the stitches when hidden rib stitch-.
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over 650 feet per minute. How much prop thrust do you think you might be getting out of the. 115 hp, which is pulling you slowly into the "wild blue yonder." 550.
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you should use the rib drawing to deter- ... With this tool, the incidence along the wing (or wash-in and wash-out along the ... If you line up the trailing edge.
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and incorrect method of installation of this fitting. Very often, particularly on homebuilt aircraft, I have seen the incorrect mode of installation as shown in Il-.
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When starting the engine in my. Skybolt after a long storage period and minor overhaul, I could not get the Lycoming HIO-360 engine to run when I advanced the ...
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However, they do lighten up the ailer- ons! One of the first ... the World's Aircraft" for 1970-71, you will see the Zlin with ... Mike was a consultant for one of the.
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attached to ensure that they do stay in place. The propeller is primarily driven by the fric- tion between the rear propeller disk and the face of the prop extension ...
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DUCTED FAN OPERATION. Introduction: Why ... tailored to fit the power curve of an auto- derivative engine ... An F-16 with a v-8 or a rotary auto engine coupled.
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I P ORIGINAL RIB STITCH SPACING CANNOT BE DETERMINED, ... NG IN SLIf. i i i i. -SPA ... Tying the seine knot used in rib stitching can be tricky.
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The resin system to use when making molds is vinylester resin, which has a very low shrinkage rate. Do not use polyester resin â€” it has a high shrinkage rate.
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GM (see Hints For Homebuilders by. D. E. Baker, June 1992) and Chrysler need both ends of the field in the alter- nator available outside the alternator case.
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